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SUMMARY
The heterogeneous nature of Earth’s crust is manifested in the scattering of propagating
seismic waves. In recent years, different techniques have been developed to include such
phenomenon in broad-band ground-motion calculations, either considering scattering as a
semi-stochastic or purely stochastic process. In this study, we simulate broad-band (0–10 Hz)
ground motions with a 3-D finite-difference wave propagation solver using several 3-D media
characterized by von Karman correlation functions with different correlation lengths and
standard deviation values. Our goal is to investigate scattering characteristics and its influence
on the seismic wavefield at short and intermediate distances from the source in terms of ground
motion parameters. We also examine scattering phenomena, related to the loss of radiation
pattern and the directivity breakdown. We first simulate broad-band ground motions for a
point-source characterized by a classic ω2 spectrum model. Fault finiteness is then introduced
by means of a Haskell-type source model presenting both subshear and super-shear rupture
speed. Results indicate that scattering plays an important role in ground motion even at short
distances from the source, where source effects are thought to be dominating. In particular,
peak ground motion parameters can be affected even at relatively low frequencies, implying
that earthquake ground-motion simulations should include scattering also for peak ground
velocity (PGV) calculations. At the same time, we find a gradual loss of the source signature
in the 2–5 Hz frequency range, together with a distortion of the Mach cones in case of super-
shear rupture. For more complex source models and truly heterogeneous Earth, these effects
may occur even at lower frequencies. Our simulations suggests that von Karman correlation
functions with correlation length between several hundred metres and few kilometres, Hurst
exponent around 0.3 and standard deviation in the 5–10 per cent range reproduce the available
observations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The structural complexity of the Earth’s interior governs the propa-
gating seismic wavefield at different scales. Scattering represents an
important process affecting seismic waves travelling in the Earth. It
occurs at many different scales and is determined by Earth’s hetero-
geneities located in the crust (Levander & Holliger 1992; Levander
et al. 1994; Bean et al. 1999) as well as in the mantle (Hedlin et al.
1997; Helffrich &Wood 2001; Thybo et al. 2003). Coda waves con-
stitute perhaps the most prominent phenomenon due to scattering.
Extensive theoretical studies on this topic date back to the pioneer-
ingwork of Aki (1969) who recognized codawaves as backscattered
seismic energy from uniformly distributed scatterers in the Earth’s
crust. Several theories have been developed to explain inmore detail
the nature of such waves, including single scattering and multiple
scattering theories (e.g. Aki & Chouet 1975; Sato 1977) and energy
transport theory (Wu 1985). These were eventually condensed into
the compact scattered wave energy equation of Zeng et al. (1991)
and Zeng (1993), allowing for multiple S-to-S energy conversions.
Heterogeneities in crust/mantle properties are also responsible for
envelope broadening (Sato 1989) and variations in waveform, am-
plitude and traveltime observed across seismic arrays of different
apertures (Flatte´ & Wu 1988).
The seismic waves scattering is commonly classified in differ-
ent regimes according to the relative size of the heterogeneities (a)
and the dominant wavelength (or wavenumber k) of the propagating
wave, as expressed by the product ka (see fig. 2 of Wu &Aki 1988).
In more detail, when ka ≈ 1 (size of heterogeneities comparable to
wavelength) incident waves are scattered at large angles relative to
the incident direction (large-angle scattering); when ka  1 (size of
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heterogeneities much larger than wavelength) seismic energy is ba-
sically scattered into the forward direction (small-angle or forward
scattering). In the latter case, a diffraction parameter , controlled
also by the distance L over which seismic waves propagate, define
the geometric optic (ray theory) and the diffraction subregimes (Wu
& Aki 1988). The most significant scattering effects are thought to
be produced in the large angle scattering regime (Wu & Aki 1988).
Due to its importance in seismological observations, scattering
has been the subject of numerous deterministic numericalmodelling
studies (Frankel & Clayton 1986; Roth & Korn 1993; Shapiro &
Kneib 1993; Frenje & Juhlin 2000; Nielsen & Thybo 2003,among
the others). These studies were mainly targeted towards understand-
ing better the scattering process, and to decipher the characteristics
and distributions of heterogeneities in the Earth crust and mantle by
comparing synthetic data with available theories or observations.
Analogous studies were conducted for seismic imaging purposes
(e.g. Martini et al. 2001; L’heureux et al. 2009). However, due to
the large computational demands, high-frequency simulations were
generally limited to 2-D models when solving the elastic equation
of motion, whereas 3-D models were available only in the acous-
tic approximation. Recently, regional-scale elastic 3-D simulations
were carried out by Hartzell et al. (2010) and Pitarka (2009), though
the maximum frequency was limited to 1 and 3.5 Hz, respectively.
On the other hand, stochastic numerical simulations based on the
radiative transfer equation (Gusev & Abubakirov 1996; Przybilla
et al. 2006) or using the Markov approximation (Saito et al. 2002;
Sawazaki et al. 2011) were carried out to reproduce mean square
envelopes of high-frequency waves.
In the framework of ground-motion prediction and earthquake en-
gineering, scattering has been included in synthetic seismograms via
so-called hybrid techniques (e.g. Liu et al. 2006; Graves & Pitarka
2010; Mai et al. 2010). These techniques are computationally ef-
ficient, while still approximating the fundamental characteristics
of scattered waves, as demonstrated by comparison with observed
seismograms and ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs).
Their principal limitation is that high-frequency waves, radiated
by a potentially complex source, are represented by an essentially
stochastic time-series that originates at the source and then travels
through the medium unperturbed. The generated coda waves can be
interpreted as being exclusively due to the complexity of the rupture
process, but are not further affected by seismic scattering during the
wave propagation. This aspect has been partially addressed in the
method proposed by Mai et al. (2010), where the high-frequency
Green’s functions explicitly reflect the scattering properties of the
medium, although they are completely uncorrelated even for close
neighbouring stations.
In this paper, we conduct for the first time high-frequency (0–
10 Hz) deterministic simulations to study seismic scattering in 3-D
heterogeneous Earth crust models, focusing on its influence on the
wavefield at short and intermediate distance from the source. We
construct several 3-D random media using von Karman correla-
tion functions parametrized based on recent findings (e.g. Dolan
et al. 1998; Nielsen & Thybo 2006). Our analysis focuses on the
properties of coda envelopes andwaveform coherence across neigh-
bouring receivers, but also addresses typical ground motion param-
eters used in the engineering community [peak ground accelera-
tion (PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV) and spectral acceleration
(SA)]. Our goal is to explore and quantify the level and variability
of ground-shaking due to seismic scattering. In addition, we investi-
gate ground-motion phenomena like the loss of the radiation pattern
at high frequencies and the breakdown of the directivity effect.
2 3 -D VELOCITY MODELS
Heterogeneities in the Earth are commonly characterized as a su-
perposition of a deterministic velocity model and a spatial random
field whose key features are defined by the Fourier transform of
the particular correlation function adopted. The band-limited von
Karman correlation function is frequently used in both borehole
data analysis (e.g. Holliger 1997; Dolan et al. 1998) and numerical
simulations (e.g. Frankel & Clayton 1986; Hartzell et al. 2010),
and adopted also in our study. Its corresponding power spectrum is
given by,
P(k) = σ
2(2
√
πa)E(ν + E2 )
(ν)(1 + k2a2)(ν+ E2 )
, (1)
where k is the wavenumber,  the Gamma function and E the
Euclidian dimension. The standard deviation of the velocity pertur-
bations is given by σ . Parameter a defines the isotropic correlation
distance which in principle could be chosen anisotropic (ax, ay, az).
The Hurst exponent ν controls the spectral decay at wavenumbers
larger than the corner wavenumber (k> 1/a). This correlation func-
tion shows fractal (i.e. scale-invariant) properties at length scales
smaller than the correlation distance. For ν equal to 0.5, eq. (1)
correspond to the power spectrum of the exponential correlation
function.
Unfortunately, only few reliable estimates of the spectral pa-
rameters in eq. (1) are available. In borehole analysis, an important
source of uncertainty in spectral-parameter estimation is introduced
by the data processing, and correlation length estimates can be af-
fected by the limited extent of the boreholes themselves (Dolan &
Bean 1997). Considering also studies based on interpreting geolog-
ical maps, available correlation length values range from metric to
kilometric scales, whereas Hurst exponent estimates result between
0.2 and 0.3 (Holliger 1996; Bean et al. 1999). Similarly, numerical
simulations yield correlation length estimates between several hun-
dreds of metres and a few kilometres and Hurst exponent generally
in the range between 0 and 0.3 (Frankel & Clayton 1986; Nielsen &
Thybo 2003; Przybilla et al. 2009). In their simulations, Frankel &
Clayton (1986) explored also Gaussian and exponential correlation
functions, but they were found less adequate to match the essential
features of scattering phenomena.
In our paper, we explore ground-motion variability by adopting a
set of 3-D random velocity models characterized by different corre-
lation length (5 km, 500 and 50m), Hurst exponent (0.1 and 0.3) and
standard deviation (5 and 10 per cent of background velocity), as
summarized in Table 1. The resulting 1-point statistics are Gaussian.
Notice that the results presented in this paper are always intended
as averaged over these three realizations per velocity model. Our
models are constructed in the wavenumber domain following the
spectral technique of Pardoiguzquiza & Chicaolmo (1993), where
the amplitude spectrum derived from eq. (1) is associated with a
uniformly distributed random phase (controlled by its seed num-
ber). To avoid aliasing, we taper the amplitude spectrum at high
wavenumbers using a Hamming window. Following Frenje & Juh-
lin (2000), we do not scale the obtained discrete standard deviation
to the desired continuous value because the discrete standard devi-
ation is naturally smaller than its continuous counterpart due to the
loss of lower and higher wavenumbers. Any subsequent rescaling
would, thus, produce media with the wrong characteristics. Beside
these models, we follow Goff & Holliger (1999) and consider also
a ‘multiscale’ model, that is, a heterogenous velocity model char-
acterized by multiple correlation distances (5 km, 500 and 50 m, in
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Table 1. Characteristics of the heterogeneous velocity models used in our simulations. See text for details.
Background velocity (Vs) Correlation length (a) Standard deviation (σ ) Hurst exponent (ν) Realizations per model
5 km 0.3–0.1
500 m 0.3–0.1
3500 m s−1 50 m 10–5 per cent 0.3–0.1 3
multiscale 0.5
Smooth gradient
(see eq. 2) multiscale 10–5 per cent 0.5 3
Sharp discontinuity
at z = 2 km multiscale 10–5 per cent 0.5 3
our case), whose spectrum decays as 1/k for wavenumbers higher
than the lowest corner wavenumber (Table 1). A multiscale model
is obtained by summing each distinct random field, having different
phase but same Hurst exponent (0.5) and standard deviation (5 or
10 per cent). The model is then normalized such that the final stan-
dard deviation of velocity perturbations is equal to the average value
found for the three media. Compared to single correlation length
models, a multiscale model reproduces the slope-break observed
in covariance functions of borehole velocity logs, and thus implic-
itly considers different origins for crustal heterogeneities, such as
changes in lithology, cracks, etc. (Goff & Holliger 1999).
In this work, we use only isotropic media and neglect any direc-
tional variability. Although there is evidence for anisotropy (Dolan
et al. 1998; Nielsen & Thybo 2003), data scarceness and lack of
reliable parameter estimation do not permit us to extend our work
in this direction.
We first consider a set of generic crustal models in which random
velocity perturbations are superimposed onto a constant background
shear wave speed of 3.5 km s−1. Example realizations are displayed
in Figs 1(a)–(d), showing vertical sections of velocity models with
identical seed number but different correlation distance. Notice how
the distribution of the velocity perturbations in the multiscale model
differs from those of the other models, as a consequence of each
randomfield being initialized with a different seed number. Tomake
our numerical analysis more robust, we generate for each parameter
configuration three distinct realizations of the 3-D models using
different seed numbers. We then return average results, averaging
over these three realizations of earth models. To avoid unrealistic
high velocity values close to the free surface, we introduce a second
set of models characterized by a depth-dependent background shear
wave profile given by,
V s(z) = 3.5 − 1.5e−(0.4z). (2)
Here, the superimposed random perturbations are scaled at each
depth level to maintain the relative standard deviation. For this
second set, we consider only the multiscale random fields with a
smoothly varying backgroundmedium.As before,we generate three
different realizations using varying seed numbers. Fig. 1(e) shows a
sample vertical profile, with a shallow, lower velocity values as gen-
erally observed in proximity of the Earth’s surface. Although our
model values are substantially higher than those regularly measured
in basins, the chosen exponential form of eq. (2) allows us to bal-
ance the high computational demands with realistically modelling
physical properties of the Earth crust.
Finally, a third set of models is presented. Based again on the
multiscale heterogeneities distribution and featuring a prominent
seismic interface at 2 km of depth (Fig. 1f), this set is aimed to
mimic near-surface sharp velocity contrasts observed in many stan-
dard crustal models. These three sets are thought to capture the basic
characteristics of wave propagation in complex media. Moreover,
for the last two sets we have considered only multiscale random
fields since our intent is to explore how scattering phenomena in-
teracts with more complex velocity profiles.
Beside the heterogenous models presented so far, we consider
three unperturbed media, for constant, smooth and sharp depth-
dependent background velocity. They serve as reference models
when comparing synthetics and analysing scattering effects.
In all models, the Vp/Vs ratio is set to 1.7; potential values of
Vp higher than 8 km s−1 are clipped to avoid unrealistic velocity
values for compressional waves in the crust. Density is computed
following eq. (1) of Brocher (2005) based on Vp values,
ρ(Vp) = 1.6612Vp − 0.4721V 2p + 0.0671V 3p
− 0.0043V 4p + 0.000106V 5p , (3)
implying that density variations are perfectly correlated with Vp
and Vs variations. Finally, we note that we do not include intrinsic
absorption, i.e. all our simulations are purely elastic. Themotivation
for this choice is to unambiguously separate coda properties due to
seismic scattering in the Earth crust from coda decay rates due to
intrinsic wave-energy loss. Our modelling can be easily extended to
include a parametrization of Q, which we leave for future work.
3 SOURCE REPRESENTATION
AND NUMERICAL MODELL ING
Previous studies use an explosive source that generates only com-
pressional waves (Frankel & Clayton 1986; Przybilla et al. 2006), or
incident plane waves (Roth & Korn 1993; Shapiro & Kneib 1993;
Frenje & Juhlin 2000) to examine seismic scattering. In contrast, we
deploy both point-like and planar seismic shear-dislocations placed
in each model (Fig. 1). For the point-source case we consider a pure
strike-slip mechanism and a strike value of about 23◦ to avoid nodal
planes to be parallel to the horizontal axes. The moment release is
described by the following expression:
f (t) = t
τ 2
e
−t
τ , (4)
where τ represents a characteristic time parameter controlling the
rate of the displacement increase (Beresnev & Atkinson 1997).
Eq. (4) describes a moment-rate function corresponding to the ω2
spectrum model (Brune 1970, see inset in Fig. 2a).
We select τ such that the corner frequency is around 0.3 Hz,
representative of Mw ≈ 6–7 earthquakes, assuming constant stress
drop of
σ = 3MPa (Allmann&Shearer 2009). Initially, we choose
a point-source representation at high-frequency to unambiguously
isolate the propagation effects due to scattering, without including
further intricacies due to source finiteness and potential rupture
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Figure 1. Vertical sections of sample 3-D heterogenous random media realizations used in our numerical simulations (Table 1). Models from (a) to (c) share
the same seed number and differ only in terms of correlation distance a. The models (d), (e) and (f) are based on three different seed numbers and correlation
distances (multiscale models). Model (e) exhibits a background speed-profile gradually increasing with depth (see eq. 2), whereas model (f) presents a strong
velocity discontinuity at 2 km depth. The white star indicates the point-source position. The rectangle and the black star represent the extended fault and where
its unilateral rupture initiates, respectively.
complexity. We also note that this study focuses on characterizing
scattering-induced ground-motion complexities, whereas absolute
values of shaking levels are of second-order importance given the
source simplicity.
To explore how source directivity is affected by scattering, we
introduce a 10 km long, 4 km wide strike-slip finite-source (black
rectangle in Figs 1e and 2a). This fault model is characterized by
unilateral rupture and uniform slip, rise-time (0.3 s) and rupture
speed (rupture initiates at the black star in Figs 1 e and 2a). Each
point on the fault is governed by the moment-rate function defined
in eq. (4), resulting in a totalMw 5.7.We consider both subshear and
super-shear rupture speed (85 and 160 per cent of the background
shearwave speed, respectively), and force the rupture to be unilateral
to maximize the directivity effects.
These two source representations are undoubtedly characterized
by typical signatures: as we will discuss later in detail, the point-
source creates a strong, spiky acceleration peak in the time-series.
Its origin can be traced back to the moment-rate function, that re-
leases all the energy during the first 2 s (Fig. 2a). On the other hand,
the extended-source resembles a Haskell fault model and, therefore,
does not radiate high-frequency energy, consistent with recent find-
ings from rupture dynamic studies (e.g. Pulido & Dalguer 2009;
Dunham et al. 2011). Although simplistic, these models allow us to
efficiently explore first-order seismic scattering effects relevant for
ground-motion prediction. More elaborate finite-fault models, in-
cluding dynamic rupture, require considerably larger computational
resources and are subject of future work.
Synthetic seismograms are obtained by numerically solving the
equation of motion by means of a 4th-order finite-differences (FD)
method (Olsen et al. 2009). At zero depth (z = 0), free-surface
boundary conditions are applied. Calculations are carried out up to
a nominal frequency of 10 Hz. Given the lowest shear wave speed
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Figure 2. Panel (a): Sketch showing the geometrical setting of our numer-
ical simulations. White star: point source; black star: rupture nucleation
point for the extended fault; rectangle: extended fault; black dashed line:
extended fault surface projection; white triangle: reference receiver for syn-
thetic seismograms shown in Figs 3 and 10. The azimuthal angle θ is defined
as shown. The inset displays the ω2 moment-rate function describing the
energy release for the point-source along with its amplitude spectrum. Each
point on the extended fault is characterized by an ω2 moment-rate function.
Panel (b): 1-D-power spectra of selected heterogeneous 3-D media. The
lower horizontal axis refers to wavenumbers, the upper horizontal axis to
frequency (assuming an average Vs = 3.5 km s−1). White triangles on the
k-axis indicate corner wavenumbers for single correlation length media. The
black thin line represents k−1 decay.
in our models, we set a grid-spacing of dx = 25 m. As shown by
Frenje & Juhlin (2000), a grid-spacing equal to or smaller than the
correlation distance guarantees that the original characteristics of
the medium are preserved.
To avoid numerical instability at the absorbing boundaries due
to the presence of medium inhomogeneities, we embed our media
in an unperturbed region of about 100 gridpoints. At each depth
level, this region is characterized by a wave speed equal to the
average wave speed of the heterogeneous medium at the corre-
sponding depth level. Moreover, although our computational do-
main extends 40 km along the horizontal direction and 15 km in
depth, we analyse ground motion only in a 35 × 10 km2 subvol-
ume to reduce effects of wave reflections at imperfectly absorbing
boundaries.
4 SCATTERED WAVEFIELD :
PO INT- SOURCE CASE
In the following section, we analyse the effects produced by scat-
tering on the near-source ground motion in terms of coda waves,
radiation pattern distortion, energy partitioning, peak ground mo-
tion parameters and waveform similarity. These aspects are of great
interest in strong ground motion seismology, and we investigate
their sensitivity to different heterogeneity distributions. Our anal-
ysis in this section is, therefore, limited to crustal models charac-
terized by uniform background velocity and using a point-source
representation. A further analysis considering more complex veloc-
ity models and extended source models is reported in the next
sections. It should be noticed that, unless differently indicated,
the results presented in this work are averaged over the three re-
alizations per velocity model for obtaining unbiased results (see
Table 1).
Fig. 3 displays three-component acceleration synthetics for
the media reported in Figs 1(a)–(d) at a receiver located on
the free surface at 10 km from the epicentre (see Fig. 2a).
Seismograms calculated for the homogeneous medium with
Figure 3. Sample three-component acceleration time-series computed for
media a–d of Fig. 1 at a receiver 10 km away from the epicentre (see white
triangle in Fig. 2a). First row shows reference synthetics for the correspond-
ing homogeneous medium. All seismograms, sharing the same horizontal
and vertical scale, are arbitrarily shifted for better visualization.
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Figure 4. Vertical-component acceleration snapshots for heterogeneous media with (a) 50 m and (b) 5 km correlation length (Figs 1c and 1a), respectively.
Snapshots are taken at 2.0, 3.5, 4.5 and 5.5 s after rupture. The point-source position is indicated by the black star. Both map view and vertical section are
shown. The vertical plane is parallel to the x-axis and cuts the y-axis at 16 km. All panels are shown with same amplitude scale.
constant background speed only show direct P- and S-waves
arrivals due to the medium’s simplicity and the relatively short
source–receiver distance. Synthetics for heterogeneous media con-
serve the strong S-wave phase, especially visible in the transverse
component due to the strike-slip mechanism of the source (simu-
lations for different focal mechanisms confirm this observation).
Moreover, the absence of sharp, strong velocity discontinuities
prevents important wave conversion and reverberation phenom-
ena, potentially able to reduce main peak amplitudes. Coda waves
are strongly excited, with intensities that depend on the medium
e.g. the 50 m correlation length case reveals the lowest coda
amplitudes.
Relative coda amplitudes are also visible in Fig. 4, in which we
show snapshots of acceleration for the free surface and a vertical
plane close to the source (for brevity only the vertical component for
two cases is illustrated; animations for other media and finite-fault
rupture can be found in the e-supplement). These snapshots clearly
show the scattering associatedwith eachmodel, and the correspond-
ing complex effects on the wavefield. It is possible to appreciate the
difference in wavelength of scattered P- and Swaves. The 5-km cor-
relation length model presents a strong main wave front distortion,
due to the relevant heterogeneity size. We also observe particularly
complex waveform patterns, just behind the main wave front, re-
sulting from reflection, diffraction and multipathing phenomena. In
contrast, the 50 m correlation length model, due to the size of the
velocity inhomogeneities, presents less developed scattered waves
and a wave front substantially unperturbed. All snapshots, how-
ever, reveal how scattering extends the ground-motion duration by
exciting coda waves.
4.1 Coda waves analysis
A quantitative estimation of coda waves excitation can be achieved
by calculating the relative energy of coda waves (EC) for each
component,
EC =
∫ 2ts
ts+1.0 x(t)
2 dt
∫ 2ts
0 x(t)
2 dt
, (5)
where ts indicates the S-wave arrival time and x(t) the time-series.
As indicated, we compute the integral considering the energy in a
time-window beginning immediately after the main S-wave pulse
and terminating at twice its value, thus including only the early coda
(Sato & Fehler 1994). The 1.0 s value corresponds roughly to the
main S-wave pulse width in acceleration. Eq. (5) hence expresses
the energy contribution of the early coda relative to the first 2 ts s
of the seismic trace. Our analysis is limited to early coda because it
is of primary interest in strong ground-motion simulations respect
to late coda. Moreover, the maximum time of our simulations is not
sufficient for an adequate late coda analysis over in most distance
ranges.
In addition, we compute normalized seismogram envelopes as
follows:
y(t) = abs[x(t)] + j
∗H [x(t)]
max{abs[x(ts)] + j∗H [x(ts)]} , (6)
where j∗ is the imaginary unit, H the Hilbert transform and ts the
S-wave arrival time. Envelopes can provide a qualitative overview
on the character of the coda decay. We compare values obtained
from our synthetic data with those derived from the multiple
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Figure 5. Normalized acceleration envelopes (left-hand column) and EC integral values (right-hand column; see eq. 5) for the three components of motion for
different random media, averaged over epicentral distance. Envelopes are computed only at 20-km epicentral distance, whereas EC integrals are reported at
several distances. Dashed and dashed-dotted black lines represent envelopes and EC integral values for media with isotropic point-like scatterers characterized
by high (ηs = 0.05) and low (ηs = 0.001) scattering coefficients, according to the multiple shear-to-shear backscattering theory (Zeng 1991).
shear-to-shear (S-to-S) backscattering theory (Zeng et al. 1991;
Zeng 1993; Zeng et al. 1995). Following eq. (1) of Zeng (1991), we
compute the expected energy integrals (5) and coda envelopes for
an isotropic impulsive source in a bounded medium with uniformly
distributed isotropic scatterers. We consider both low (0.001 km−1)
and high (0.05 km−1) scattering coefficient ηs (Zeng et al. 1991;
Mena et al. 2010), neglecting intrinsic attenuation (ηi = 0). The
hybrid broad-band technique of Mai et al. (2010) is based on the
same scattering theory, and hence comparisons between theoretical
and numerical results are of great interest.
Fig. 5 displays synthetic envelopes (left-hand panel) and EC inte-
grals (right-hand panel) for each component of motion for receivers
at the free surface. Results are averaged over epicentral distance.
Note that though EC integrals are reported for the whole distance
range, envelopes are shown only for those receivers at 20 km epi-
central distance at which coda waves are more fully developed. For
each correlation length, we show results for Hurst exponents and
standard deviations returning values closest to the corresponding
theoretical ones.
All EC integral plots show a characteristic rapid decrease at
short epicentral distances (between 0 and 10 km) and a regular
increase immediately afterwards. The location of this minimum
roughly correspond to the distance where the direct source radiation
is maximized, and hence varies according to depth and mechanism
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of the source.At very short epicentral distance (<3 km) the scattered
energy contribution is rather important, since direct waves are very
weak (vertical null axis).
On the other hand, the increasing EC values trend derives from
the progressively more important scattering phenomena at the ex-
pense of the travelling direct waves. As a general trend, we find
that short (50 m) correlation length media generate less coda waves
than the others, especially at larger distances. Such effect is even
more pronounced for small Hurst exponent values. Multiscale and
500-m correlation length media (at high Hurst exponent) are as-
sociated with the highest amplitudes of coda waves instead. We
conclude that coda waves generation is very sensitive to the spectral
properties of themedium, these being controlled by both correlation
length and Hurst exponent.
A more profound understand of this finding can be obtained
examining Fig. 2(b), showing 1-D power spectra for some of our
heterogeneousmedia. For a= 5 kmmedia an increase inHurst expo-
nent (i.e. faster power-spectral fall-off) corresponds to lower spectral
amplitudes, except at low wavenumbers. The opposite behaviour is
found for media with shorter correlation lengths, a = 500 m and
a = 50 m (the latter not reported in the plot). Since velocity per-
turbations of the medium are proportional to power spectral ampli-
tudes, this analysis provides an intuitive first-order understanding
on the relative scattering energy expected in each wavenumber (or
frequency) range.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from envelopes in Fig. 5.
The apparently less developed coda waves in the transverse
component are a consequence of the particular focal mechanism,
producing strong peak values in this direction of motion (an anal-
ogous phenomenon exists for P waves in the radial component).
This is confirmed when EC integrals (eq. 5) are computed putting
all three components in the denominator limiting the integration
to the interval (ts + 1.0, 2ts): in this case, values are roughly con-
stant for each component and close to 0.33 for the whole distance
range.
A comparison with envelopes and EC integrals as predicted by
the backscattering theory of Zeng et al. (1991) reveals some differ-
ences (Fig. 5). The most notable is represented by the coda decay,
clearly observable in the radial and vertical components: whereas
theory predicts a gradual decay immediately after the S-wave peak,
synthetic envelopes show a faster decay in the early coda section.
This difference is less pronounced at the largest arrival times (i.e.
envelopes tend to be parallel). In this context, another discrepancy
is represented by the broader coda just after the S-wave arrival ob-
servable in the synthetic envelopes (radial and vertical components),
which cannot be ascribed to the finite source-time function used in
this work, since its duration in acceleration is short (see the 50-m
correlation length case, where the S-wave pulse is well preserved).
We also note how EC integrals computed for synthetics envelopes
are comparable to theoretical values only at large epicentral dis-
tances, particularly for the multiscale and a = 500 m (υ = 0.3)
models with 10 per cent standard deviation.
Two concurring factors come into play to partially explain the dif-
ferences between theoretical and simulated coda decay: first of all,
the multiple shear-to-shear backscattering theory considers an im-
pulsive isotropic source, characterized by a white-noise spectrum,
whereas our source generates a distinctive radiation pattern and a
finite-duration omega-squared spectral decay. Thus theoretical en-
velopes neglect near-source effects related to the radiation pattern
and may include scattered energy that is not contained in our syn-
thetics. At the same time, the theoretical coda-decay is based on
the assumption that random scatterers are uniformly distributed and
act as local point-like scatterers (Mai et al. 2010), independent of
the product ka fundamental in our simulations. It is, therefore, con-
ceivable that the theoretical predictions tend to generate stronger
seismic scattering than the numerical simulations. Moreover, the
theoretical model of Zeng et al. (1991) considers only backscatter-
ing while our numerical simulations encompass different scattering
regimes. New theoretical coda decay based on forward scattering
is shown to be in better agreement with our simulated coda decay
(Y. Zeng, personal communication, 2012).
4.2 Distortion of the radiation pattern
The observed distribution of peak ground parameters, like PGA,
is generally assumed to be almost isotropic, i.e. not showing the
characteristic four lobes even in case of a small causative faults.
A number of studies have investigated this aspect (e.g. Liu &
Helmberger 1985; Takenaka et al. 2003) and, although in some
cases radiation pattern can be still observed even at high frequency
(Vidale 1989; Sawazaki et al. 2011), there is evidence for a transi-
tional regime (around 1–4 Hz) between the deterministic four lobes
and the stochastic isotropic pattern (Pulido &Kubo 2004). Recently
Takemura et al. (2009), analysing aftershocks of the 2000 western
Tottori earthquake recorded by the dense Japanese KiK-net, have
shown that the collapse of the apparent S-wave radiation pattern is
mainly controlled by the travel distance, especially for frequency
higher than 2 Hz. At the same time, it has been suggested that the
source term may play only a marginal role in the distortion of the
radiation pattern, at least for events smaller thanMw 5.5 (Takemura
et al. 2009).
In this section, we investigate how heterogeneous models inter-
fere with the radiation pattern following the approach of Takemura
et al. (2009). We evaluate the correlation coefficient r of the root-
mean-square quantity AT, defined as,
AT = |T |√
R2 + T 2 , (7)
where T and R are the maximum peak values computed from accel-
eration synthetics in a 5 s time-window starting from the S-wave ar-
rival in the cylindrical transverse and radial component, respectively.
Eq. (7) is calculated at different frequency bands after bandpassing
the time-series with a narrow (1 Hz bandwidth) Butterworth filter.
We then compute the correlation coefficient r between the apparent
S-wave radiation pattern for heterogeneous models and the corre-
sponding radiation pattern for homogeneous medium as a function
of frequency. Our intent is to compare this quantity with actual val-
ues displayed in figs 5 and 6 of Takemura et al. (2009) obtained
from borehole data. We prefer to use the latter instead of free-field
data because our models do not contain very low S-wave velocities
typical for sedimentary basins. Moreover, as a consequence of the
relatively small size of our models, we are forced to restrict our
analysis to receivers on the free surface at 17 km from the epicen-
tre, the largest distance able to guarantee full azimuthal coverage.
Results are displayed in Fig. 6(a) for those models only, within
each correlation length class, that best match the observed values
of Takemura et al. (2009). In Fig. 6(b) we report the variation of AT
with azimuth θ (see Fig. 2a) at three different frequencies for one
of the multiscale media with 10 per cent standard deviation.
The correlation coefficient r for our models shows a decay similar
to observational data, especially when the latter are restricted to 25-
km hypocentral distance (open squares in Fig. 6a). In particular,
though values for multiscale, 5 km and 500 m correlation length
media are comparable, those for 50 m correlation length media are
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Figure 6. Panel (a): Correlation coefficient r between apparent radiation pattern of the S wave for a set of heterogenous models, and the reference radiation
pattern for the corresponding homogeneous medium as a function of frequency. Only free-surface receivers at 17 km from the epicentre are considered. We plot
results only for those models, within each correlation length class, closest to the values observed by Takemura et al. (2009,borehole data). Circles in the top
panel indicate standard deviation for each frequency band. Panel (b): Example of AT (eq. 7) variability with azimuth θ at three different frequencies, referred
to one of the three multiscale media (with σ = 10 per cent). Values at f = 4 Hz and f = 7 Hz are shifted by a constant factor of 0.15 and 0.5, respectively, for
better visualization. The dashed black line shows the azimuthal variation in the homogeneous medium.
always higher, indicating the possibility to detect the characteristics
four lobes even at high-frequency for this medium. It is worth noting
that media with lower Hurst exponent or lower sigma, while still
matching empirical data at frequency higher than 5 Hz, present
rather high correlation values at low-frequency. This mismatch,
slightly visible in Fig. 6(a), may originate from the lack of either
large-scale complex features and low-velocity layers in our models:
as Takemura et al. (2009) pointed out, near-surface structures can
disrupt the S-wave radiation pattern at frequency lower than 3 Hz.
Moreover, Takemura et al. (2009) were able to satisfactorily re-
produce the observations at large distance using stochastic 2-D
heterogeneous models with correlation length of few kilometres.
Examining Fig. 6(b), focused on the multiscale media, it is possible
to notice that at 1 Hz the radiation pattern is well visible with its four
SH nodal planes. At 4 Hz the apparent radiation pattern is notice-
ably distorted, being completely unrecognizable (isotropic) at 7 Hz.
This eventually confirms the observations of Pitarka (2009) and
Takemura et al. (2009), who reported a transient radiation pattern
regime in the 2–5 Hz frequency band.
4.3 Energy partitioning
Another aspect of interest in strong groundmotion is how scattering
modifies the spectral energy content of the propagating wavefield.
Apparent attenuation is a well-documented phenomenon (Stein
& Wysession 2003), and numerous works have pointed out its
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Figure 7. Energy ratios, ER, (see eq. 8) averaged over receivers at about
17 km distance from the epicentre plotted against azimuth θ for transverse
and radial components. Due to π/2 periodicity, values are reported only
for a limited azimuth interval. Results arranged in vertical columns refer to:
A—a= 5 km, σ=10 per cent, ν=0.1model; B—a= 500m, σ = 10 per cent,
ν=01 model; C—a = 50 m, σ = 10 per cent, ν = 01 model; D—multiscale,
σ = 10 per cent model. The first row represents the summation of the three
components of motion. The frequency bands the ER values are referred to
are indicated in bold. Dashed black lines indicate the unity value. See text
for details.
frequency-dependent nature (e.g. Mayeda et al. 1992). Here, we
want to investigate how seismic energy leaving the source is re-
distributed in its surroundings, and to verify whether there are any
preferred directions. Takenaka et al. (2003) have found evidence
for strong SV–SH mixing at high frequency for the direct S wave
due to the scattered energy redistribution.
In this paper, we do not focus on a particular phase but instead
we analyse the energy content over the whole time interval spanned
by our synthetics. We compute an energy ratio function (ER),
dependent on frequency, in the following way:
ER( f ) =
∫ fc+δ f
fc−δ f U ( f )
2 d f
∫ fc+δ f
fc−δ f P( f )
2 d f
, (8)
whereU andP represent the time-series amplitude spectra for unper-
turbed and perturbed velocity models, respectively. ER is computed
for the three components of motion in three different frequency
bands (fc ± δf): 0.5–2, 3–5 and 7–9 Hz. Results are summarized in
Fig. 7, where we show values only for some representative cases:
the multiscale (σ -10 per cent) and the 5 km, 500 and 50 m (σ -
10 per cent, υ-0.1) models. We do not display the vertical compo-
nent since it is accurately represented by the radial one, but it is
included in the total summation. Values are plotted against azimuth
(θ ) for receivers located on the free surface at 17 km distance from
the epicentre.
Eq. (8) expresses the energy variation, in a particular frequency
band, determined by scattering phenomena. Despite the relatively
short epicentral distance, scattering attenuation would suggest val-
ues always greater than 1. Fig. 7 shows instead a more complex
pattern especially when scattering is more intense. The transverse
component reveals ERs of different degrees of scattering attenua-
tion for all media, increasing as the frequency band increases, but
also a rather strong spatial variability with values locally close to
unity or even below. It is interesting to observe that these notches
are not only located corresponding to the nodal planes, but also in
those areas theoretically illuminated by the direct source radiation.
We remark also that notches linked to the nodal planes tend to en-
large proportionally to frequency (especially for media with small
correlation lengths), thus implying that shorter wavelength radia-
tion is stronger in such areas. The radial (and vertical) component
surprisingly is characterized by ER values often below unity, not
only corresponding to the nodal planes. This apparently controver-
sial behaviour can be explained by intense SH–SV energy mixing
happening during the scattering process: as shown by Mossessian
& Dravinski (1990), scattering of travelling P–SV and SH waves by
3-D dipping layers of arbitrary shape is accompanied by strong cou-
pling between P/SV and SHmodes, particularly important in case of
incident SH waves. This component-dependent effect is generally
more pronounced at high frequency, and may mask the scattering
energy attenuation (Fig. 7).
When all components of motion are considered simultaneously
(first row of Fig. 7), ER at higher frequencies oscillates around
unity presenting negative values mainly corresponding to the SV
and SH nodal planes (in the latter case being more prominent). As
already pointed out, these negative values are associatedwith shorter
wavelength energy, more prone than longer wavelength contribution
to be redistributed by the scattering process. Areas well illuminated
by direct source radiation are characterized instead by values slightly
higher or equal to 1. It is, therefore, not possible to define a clear
effect of the scattering attenuation, probably in part due to the
short distance the waves have travelled, also favouring an effective
redistribution of part of the radiation leaving the source at different
take-off angles.
4.4 Effects on peak ground motion parameters
The influence of scattering on the propagating wavefield can be
quantified in terms of peak ground motion parameters. Such pa-
rameters, like PGV, PGA and SA are widely used in the seismic en-
gineering community (e.g. Abrahamson et al. 2008). Several studies
have documented the strong influence exerted by the rupture pro-
cess on the resulting ground motion variability, both in terms of
kinematic (Sørensen et al. 2007) and dynamic source modelling
(Guatteri et al. 2003; Ripperger et al. 2008). Recently, Imperatori &
Mai (2012) have compared the sensitivity of strong ground motion
simulations to source and unperturbed 1-D Earth structure vari-
ations. However, the spatial variability at different sites depends
also on the heterogeneities of the propagation medium, especially
at large distances from the source (Spudich & Chiou 2008). In this
section, we investigate how the different spectral characteristics of
perturbed media reflect on peak ground motion parameters, thus
possibly constituting another factor for ground motion variability
even in the near-source region.
Therefore, we compute ratios between PGV, PGA and SA derived
for models with heterogeneities and those derived for the reference
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Figure 8. (a) Peak ground velocity (top left-hand panel), peak ground acceleration (bottom left-hand panel) and 5 per cent-damping SA (right-hand columns)
ratios computed between each parameter derived for heterogenous media (σ -10 per cent and υ-0.1) and for a reference unperturbed medium. (b) Analogous
peak ratios for media with a = 500 m. In both cases continuous lines refer to ratios averaged over epicentral distance. Squares indicate standard deviation as
a fraction of the corresponding average value. Dashed black line represents unit reference level. All receivers located along nodal planes have been excluded
from calculations.
homogeneous model. All receivers within 3◦ of a nodal plane are
neglected to exclude values biased by radiation pattern effects. Re-
sults are shown in Fig. 8(a). For brevity, we limit our discussion here
to those models with 10 per cent standard deviation and Hurst expo-
nent value of 0.1 (except multiscale models), emphasizing eventual
differences betweenmodels. Beside ratios averaged over receivers at
several epicentral distances (continuous lines), we express variabil-
ity via standard deviation normalized by the corresponding mean
value at each distance (squares).
As one could expect values for all parameters display attenua-
tion with distance due to energy redistribution because of scattering
phenomena. It is interesting to note that PGV presents a remark-
able attenuation (about 20–30 per cent) for most of the models at
distances larger than 15–20 km, indicating that also this parameter
is sensitive to scattering even at relatively short distances. A major
sensitivity is found for PGA, where apparent attenuation is respon-
sible for a decrease of about 50–60 per cent; on the other hand, SA
shows frequency-dependent values, which reveal scattering atten-
uation at frequencies higher than 3 Hz. Although the multiscale,
5 km and 500 m correlation length models are characterized by
similar ratios, the 50 m correlation length model generates weak
attenuation also at high frequency, implying negligible propagation
effects in terms of peak values (but not in terms of coda waves, see
Figs 3–5).
When examining variability, we do not observe any distance
dependency: values are constant, around 30 per cent for PGV and
40–50 per cent for PGA (again, for SA a frequency-dependence can
be found, although values for frequencies higher than 4 Hz tend to
stabilize). The standard deviation for 50 m correlation length media
is lower as it acts as an effective medium with only weak scattering
and energy redistribution in the given frequency range.
We notice also that PGA and SA at 7 Hz for all models (except
50 m correlation length) show an increase in ratio at about 8–
10 km, thus, corresponding to the source radiationmaximum,where
scattering effects are partially reduced since peak values are mostly
determined by direct arrivals. At very short distances (<5 km) PGV
ratios are very close to unity or even higher due to the scarce direct
energy radiation in the near-source area; this effect is less visible
for PGA since the size of this area is reduced.
Fig. 8(b) displays ratios for different media with same correlation
length. For brevity, we focus on the 500 m correlation length case
only, which can be considered as representative. The most strik-
ing feature is found for PGA ratios, where average values for each
model are clearly separated. Either a Hurst exponent increase (0.1–
0.3) or a velocity fluctuation increase (5–10 per cent) translates into
a PGA ratios decrease of about 20–30 per cent at distances greater
than 5 km. At shorter epicentral distances this difference changes
quickly because of the reduced travelled path. The major effects are
caused by the intensity of the velocity fluctuation, whereas changes
in the spectral properties of the medium induced by the Hurst ex-
ponent (indirectly influencing heterogeneities size) are slightly less
important. Such differences are of minor importance for PGV and
SA at low frequencies due to the overall reduction of scattering
intensity. Similarly, variability values are rather close for all the
models; only at high frequency (see PGA and SA at f > 3 Hz) some
distinctions can be observed. Therefore, the sensitivity to both stan-
dard deviation (σ ) and Hurst exponent (υ) should be taken into
account when simulating ground motion using media with short
wavelength heterogeneities.
4.5 Waveform similarity
Scattering-induced spatial variability affects the entire time-series,
not only its peak value. Amplitude and arrival time variations across
arrays of different aperture have been documented in numerous
studies (e.g. Flatte´ & Wu 1988; Fletcher et al. 2006). These studies
have underlined the station separation- and frequency-dependent
nature of ground motion variability, which is also important in
building design (Zerva & Zervas 2002). In this section, we evaluate
waveform similarity for the heterogeneous media at three distinct
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Figure 9. Coherence estimation on transverse, radial and vertical com-
ponent of acceleration synthetics for selected heterogenous media (σ -
10 per cent and υ-0.1). Coherence is averaged over several five-element
arrays at different azimuth θ . Results are shown at one epicentral distances
R (15 km) and two different station separations ξ (100 and 500 m). Con-
tinuous lines represent average values, whereas squares indicate standard
deviation. The dotted black line indicates average coherence values for the
multiscale case after receivers distance is scaled by wavelength. The dashed
black, dark grey and light grey lines represent the coherence empirical model
of Hao et al. (1989), Harichandran &Vanmarcke (1986) and Schneider et al.
(1992), respectively.
epicentral distances R (5, 10 and 15 km) and for three different
stations separations ξ of 100, 250 and 500m. Similarity is expressed
by means of coherence (Zerva & Zervas 2002) calculated using the
Welch’s modified periodogram method with 15-points Hamming
window over 5-elements arrays. As before, we analyse results in
terms of different correlation lengths.
Fig. 9 shows the most representative subset of results, relative to
one epicentral distances (15 km) and two station separations (100
and 500 m). Both mean coherence values and standard deviation
are displayed. We observe that, in general, the multiscale, 5 km
and 500 m correlation length models are characterized by similar
coherence levels on all components, although local differences are
possible for large station separations at frequencies above 5 Hz,
independently of the epicentral distance. We notice also that coher-
ence is slightly higher on the transverse component, probably due to
the strong coherent pulse recorded in this direction of motion (see
Fig. 3). The highest coherence values are found for the smallest sta-
tion separation (100 m) and for the 50 m correlation length media:
only at high frequency and large epicentral distance the latter shows
values close to the other models. At frequencies higher than 3–5 Hz,
we find a weak sensitivity on epicentral distance only for large sta-
tion separations and for radial and vertical components, where the
signature of the source is less evident. It is interesting to note that
standard deviation is rather regular, increasing with station separa-
tion but with minor differences between random media. Moreover,
it has been widely observed in array data analysis (Zerva & Zervas
2002) that standard deviation shows a rough inverse proportionality
with coherence.
In Fig. 9, we include some empirical coherence models avail-
able in literature (Harichandran & Vanmarcke 1986; Hao et al.
1989; Schneider et al. 1992). To better compare our data with these
models, we scale the receiver separation distance with the average
wavelength as coherence is thought to be dependent on wavelength
(except at very short distances, see Zerva & Zervas 2002). Here
we assume a near-surface shear wave velocity of 1 km s−1 for the
empirical models and 3.5 km s−1 for our heterogenous media. As
an example, we present results only for the multiscale case. We
observe that our values are generally higher than those predicted by
empirical models except at large separation distances (ξ =500 m)
and higher frequencies, although distance normalization tends to
reduce the misfit. The most important discrepancies are located in
the transverse component, probably because of the strong source
signature in that particular direction of motion, and are particularly
visible for ξ =100 m at low-frequency. We believe that this can
be traced back to the lack of near surface, low-velocity layers in
our models, which are in fact expected to affect mainly the longest
wavelengths.
In this section, we have investigated scattering effects for a point
source embedded in heterogeneous media characterized by a con-
stant background velocity with superposition of random perturba-
tions. In the next section, we extend our analysis to simple finite
sources to explore the effects on source directivity. In addition,
we increase the complexity of the deterministic crustal models by
means of depth-dependent velocity profiles.
5 SCATTERED WAVEFIELD :
EXTENDED-SOURCE CASE
One of the most relevant observable phenomena induced by source
finiteness is directivity that affects both amplitude and duration of
near-source ground motions. Such effects are rather strong at low
frequency (Somerville et al. 1997). As frequency and distance from
the source increase, rupture front incoherence and scattering in the
propagation media gradually weaken the directivity signature (Day
et al. 2008; Spudich & Chiou 2008). Although local variations of
the rupture process are thought to be the primary source of ground
motion variability in the near-fault region (e.g. Mai 2009), the role
of scattering is still elusive in this context despite some recent
simulation works (Pitarka 2009; Hartzell et al. 2010).
To explore how scattering influences directivity, we model a
10 km long, 4-km wide finite-source characterized by unilateral
propagation, constant rupture speed and uniform slip and rise-time,
thus mimicking the Haskell fault model. Its position is shown in
Figs 1(e) and 2(a), including the hypocentre. We consider both
subshear and super-shear rupture cases, where the rupture speed
corresponds to 80 and 160 per cent of the background shear wave
velocity. In Fig. 10, we show acceleration synthetics at a receiver
affected by forward rupture directivity (see Fig. 2a). For the sub-
shear case, the fault-normal component is characterized by higher
amplitudes than the fault-parallel, as reported by (Somerville et al.
1997). The relatively large main pulse visible in the horizontal
components, caused by the uniform rupture process, dominates the
synthetics for all media choices, whereas scattered seismic waves
contribute to the coda complexity depending on the random-media
parametrizations. On the other hand, in the super-shear case the
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Figure 10. Finite-fault three component acceleration synthetics computed for media a–d of Fig. 1 at a receiver located at the free surface 10 km from the
right-edge of the fault plane (see Fig. 2a). The first row shows reference synthetics for the corresponding homogeneous medium. Both subshear (0.85 Vs) and
super-shear (1.6 Vs) cases are shown. All seismograms share same horizontal and vertical scale.
synthetics contain a shorter duration pulse due to the faster rupture
process that generates a high-amplitude Mach shear wave, whereas
the fault-parallel component amplitude increases strongly (Dun-
ham & Archuleta 2005). Similarly, coda waves in Fig. 10 reflect the
difference in frequency content of the two finite-fault models, as
super-shear rupture generates also more high frequencies (Bizzarri
& Spudich 2008). The relatively large P-wave component is due to
a rupture speed close to the average P-wave velocity in the medium.
In Fig. 11, we showhow the horizontal vectorial peak acceleration
varies with azimuth θ , at three different frequencies, for one of
our media (multiscale, σ -10 per cent) characterized by the most
intense scattering effects, allowing us to study how scattering affects
directivity in terms of groundmotion amplitude. Values are referred
to receivers on the free surface at 17 km distance from the right
edge of the fault, to assure full azimuthal coverage and normalized
to unity. For both rupture models, there is good correspondence
at low frequency between the spatial amplitude distribution in the
homogeneous and in the perturbed media. Despite the increasing
distortion at higher frequencies, it is possible to observe amplitude
differences between receivers in backward and forward direction,
especially for the subshear case. These results are in agreement
with the recent simulations of Pitarka (2009), obtained for simpler
source models at lower frequency, and also with the work of Tan &
Helmberger (2010) who found evidence for directivity up to 7 Hz
for Mw < 5 events in the Big Bear sequence. Similar results were
also found by Boatwright (2007) for earthquake clusters ofMw < 4
in the San Ramon area (California). At the same time, other studies
have reported contrasting observations that directivity effects for
large events are found to decrease at short period (e.g. Somerville
et al. 1997).
A final observation can be made on Mach waves: it has been
hypothesized that one reason why such phases are not largely doc-
umented relies on the blurring of the Mach wave front generated
by multiscale heterogeneities (Bernard & Baumont 2005; Bizzarri
et al. 2010). Fig. 11 shows, for the homogeneous super-shear case,
the presence of an area characterized by high amplitude values at
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Figure 11. Normalized azimuthal variation of vectorial horizontal peak
acceleration for multiscale media (σ = 10 per cent) at three different fre-
quencies for the finite-fault rupture. As a reference, the dashed black line
shows the azimuthal variation in the homogeneous medium.
azimuth angles between 0◦ and 40◦ (and, perhaps, between 140◦ and
180◦). Such high amplitude area, which does not exist in the sub-
shear case, is located inside the Mach cone region for the specific
rupture speed (Bernard & Baumont 2005). We notice that this area
is significantly distorted as frequency increases, being strongly dis-
turbed at already 4 Hz. Therefore, we conjecture that the coherence
of Mach fronts is effectively altered by crustal heterogeneities pro-
portionally to frequency, suggesting that velocity time-series might
be more appropriate to study these particular phases.
However, it should be noticed that the fault model used in this
work is relatively simple. More realistic models, including vari-
able rupture speed and non-planar faults (Dunham et al. 2011),
will radiate more high-frequency energy and therefore scattering
effects on time-series may result even more prominent. Moreover,
realistic fault models may clarify the relative contributions of scat-
tering versus source effects on ground-motions. Dynamic rupture
simulations in heterogeneous media are currently conducted and
will help to extend our work along these directions.
6 SCATTERED WAVEFIELD : VARIABLE
VELOCITY PROFILE
All velocity models used in our study so far constitute a first ap-
proximation to the complex Earth’s upper crust. A more realistic
representation requires depth-dependent velocity profiles in which
the lowest values are generally recorded in proximity of the free
surface. Low velocity horizons are of primary importance also be-
cause they affect the ka product and hence wave propagation and
scattering regime. Therefore, we extend our simulations for point
source to multiscale random media characterized by a smooth ve-
locity gradient (Fig. 1e) and a shallow low velocity layer (Fig. 1f).
The differences introduced by lower velocity horizons are well
visible in Fig. 12, displaying acceleration synthetics and the
coda/envelope analysis described in Section 4.1. For reference, we
include results for the multiscale media with constant background
velocity. The most striking feature is represented by strong coda
waves, which are more prominently developed for media with lower
near-surface velocity values. If a shallow sharp velocity discontinu-
ity is present, an important contribution to coda waves are reverber-
ations of trappedwaves. In the limited distance range covered by our
simulations, none of the crustal models generates surface waves that
could possibly further contribute to early coda (Campillo & Paul
1992). Comparisons with multiple S-to-S backscattering theory re-
veal a higher than expected energy content immediately after the
direct S-wave phase, such that computed and theoretical envelopes
are rather different.
However, when evaluating the radiation pattern distortion we do
not notice significant differences compared to the constant back-
ground velocity case (Fig. 13). The correlation coefficient r shows
slightly lower values only at low frequency, in agreement with the
observations of Takemura et al. (2009) for free-field data. The az-
imuthal variation of r for the new models presents shorter wave-
length variability, particularly visible at frequencies higher than
4 Hz, resulting from the decrease in S-wave speed at the surface.
We conjecture that the mismatch in terms of absolute correlation
coefficient values at low-frequency is related to the relatively short
travel distances involved in our study.
In terms of ground motion parameters, no major differences arise
for smooth velocity gradient: as shown in Fig. 14(a), PGV, PGA and
SA ratios decay with distance comparably to faster crustal models.
On the other hand, the low-velocity layer tends to contrast the appar-
ent attenuation of peak parameters due to scattering, even leading
to a local increase with distance. In this case, the shallow layer acts
as a waveguide, in which energy is trapped and continuously scat-
tered to create complex propagation effects. As we have noticed in
Fig. 12, synthetics associated with this particular medium are char-
acterized by multiple reflections and important coda waves which
counterbalance the expected decay of peak parameters. It is worth
noticing that our media do not present 3-D deterministic features,
like basins, which may further increase waveform complexity.
The reduced dominating wavelength due to shallow horizon and
lower wave speeds is also responsible for lower coherence values.
As shown in Fig. 14(b), where we report coherence estimates at
15 km from the epicentre, this is visible for both variable velocity
profile models at different stations separations. If at short separa-
tions the coherence drop is limited to frequencies higher than 4 Hz,
for large separations there is a slight drop even at low frequency,
bringing our estimates closer to empirical models (Zerva & Zervas
2002). Scaling the receiver separation distance with the average
wavelength improves the fit further also for ξ = 100 m. From this
figure, we notice also that there is no appreciable difference between
the proposed variable background velocity models, implying that
these models are equivalent in terms of ground motion variability.
7 D ISCUSS ION AND CONCLUS IONS
In this study, we investigate effects of scattering on near-source
ground motion for point sources and extended sources. We de-
scribe randomly distributed velocity heterogeneities by a von
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Figure 12. Panel (a): Three component acceleration time-series (relative to the point-source case) computed for multiscale media characterized by a smooth
gradient (Fig. 1e) and a shallow low-velocity layer (Fig. 1f), for a receiver located at 10 km distance from the epicentre (see Fig. 2a). For each case, synthetics
for the corresponding unperturbed media are also shown. All seismograms, sharing the same horizontal and vertical scale, are arbitrarily shifted for better
visualization. As reference, last row displays synthetics referred to the multiscale model with homogeneous background velocity. Panel (b): Acceleration
envelopes (left-hand column) and EC integral values (right-hand column; see eq. 5) averaged over epicentral distance for multiscale random media with
different background velocity profiles. Envelopes are computed at 20-km epicentral distance, whereas EC integrals are reported at several distances. Values are
displayed separately for each component of motion. Dashed and dashed-dotted black lines represent envelopes and EC integral values for media with isotropic
point-like scatterers characterized by high (ηs = 0.05) and low (ηs = 0.001) scattering coefficients, according to the multiple shear-to-shear backscattering
theory (Zeng 1991).
Karman autocorrelation function with varying correlation length,
standard deviation and Hurst exponent. We consider both constant
and depth-dependent background velocity profiles, examining the
cases of a smooth velocity gradient and a sharp discontinuity at shal-
low depth. Our analysis has revealed complexities in ground motion
due to different scattering regimes determined by the crustal mod-
els, defined by the product ka and the distance L over which seismic
waves propagate (see fig. 2 of Wu & Aki 1988).
Our simulations are characterized by a source spectrum whose
frequency band is flat in acceleration between 0.3 and 10 Hz, an av-
erage shear wave speed of 3.5 km s−1 (constant background velocity
models) and a mean propagation path of about 18 km. Moreover,
we need to assume that the correlation length of our random veloc-
ity perturbations is directly related to the dominant characteristic
scale length of heterogeneities.Although this holds forGaussian and
Exponential media, von Karmanmedia do not contain a characteris-
tic scale for heterogeneities: in this case heterogeneities smaller than
the correlation length are present and exhibit a fractal behaviour.
However, our assumption can be justified by the fact that these het-
erogeneities are responsible for velocity perturbations whose am-
plitude decreases dramatically as the wavenumber increases, con-
trolled by the Hurst exponent (see Fig. 2b). Our heterogeneous
media thus cover the whole range of possible scattering regimes:
the 50 m correlation length case falls in the Rayleigh scattering
zone, with only high-frequency energy results proportional to k4;
media characterized by 500-m correlation length are dominated by
large-angle scattering in which scattering effects are strong; me-
dia with 5-km correlation length heterogeneities create large-angle
regime (at lower frequencies) and forward scattering regimes (at
higher frequencies), where coda waves and scattering attenuation
become less intense. The multiscale media, constituting our fourth
set of models, consist of different correlation lengths and present
characteristics common to both 5 km and 500 m correlation length
media (see Figs 1 and 2b).
However, there are two other parameters that affect the scatter-
ing process: the standard deviation of velocity fluctuations and the
Hurst exponent. Although the former controls directly the scattering
intensity acting as a simple scaling factor, the latter enhances/damps
different parts of themedium spectrum depending on the correlation
length. For instance, synthetics have revealed that different combi-
nations of correlation length, Hurst exponent and standard deviation
may produce rather similar results in terms of coda waves energy.
As an example, media with a-50 m, υ-0.3 and σ -10 per cent are
characterized by coda waves whose amplitude is comparable to that
found for coda in media with much larger correlation length and
smaller standard deviation. What differs, in this case, is the char-
acter of the main arrival, being less disturbed for those media with
short correlation length. Comparisons with envelopes derived from
the multiple S-to-S scattering theory (Zeng et al. 1991), adopted in
the hybrid broad-band method of Mai et al. (2010), have shown that
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Figure 13. Panel (a): Correlation coefficient r between apparent radiation pattern of the S wave for multiscale heterogenous models and the reference radiation
pattern for the corresponding homogeneous medium as a function of frequency. Only free-surface receivers at 17 km from the epicentre are considered. As a
reference, we plot also values observed by Takemura et al. (2009,borehole data). Circles in the top panel indicates standard deviation for each frequency band.
Panel (b): Example of AT (eq. 7) variability with azimuth θ at three different frequencies, referred to one of the three multiscale smooth media (10 per cent-σ ).
Values at f = 4 Hz and f = 7 Hz are shifted by a constant factor of 0.15 and 0.5, respectively, for better visualization. The dashed black line shows the azimuthal
variation in the corresponding homogeneous medium.
actual synthetics contain a more irregular coda decay, far from the
expected exponential decay in the early coda section. Such differ-
ence is even more remarkable in case of low-velocity horizons.
Another case in which the Hurst exponent plays a major role is
represented by ground motion peak parameters, producing vari-
ations comparable to those associated with standard deviation
(Fig. 8). We find that the apparent attenuation due to scattering
may be strong (up to 60 per cent of the original PGA value), as
well as the associated variability, depending on the spectral proper-
ties of the propagation medium. High apparent attenuation values
are not unrealistic, since some studies suggest that scattering is the
principal mechanism for attenuation at frequencies below 6 Hz (e.g.
Mayeda et al. 1992). PGV values show a minor influence of scatter-
ing, although at the largest distances explored in this study a drop of
30 per cent is observed for multiscale and 5 km correlation length
media. At the same time, we have found PGV variability values only
slightly lower than those derived from dynamic rupture simulations
in the near-source region (Ripperger et al. 2008). These findings
suggest that when computing deterministic synthetic seismograms
for ground motion scenarios scattering effects should be considered
to produce realistic time-series, even at short distances from the
source. Such conclusion corroborates the recent work of Hartzell
et al. (2010), who studied PGV variability due to velocity pertur-
bations on a regional scale at frequencies lower than 1 Hz. The
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Figure 14. (a) Peak ground velocity (top left-hand panel), peak ground acceleration (bottom left-hand panel) and 5 per cent-damping SA (right-hand columns)
ratios computed between each parameter derived for multiscale heterogenous media (σ -10 per cent) and for corresponding unperturbed media. (b) Coherence
estimation on transverse, radial and vertical component of acceleration synthetics for multiscale heterogenous media (σ -10 per cent). Coherence is averaged
over several five-element arrays at different azimuth θ . Results are shown at one epicentral distances R (15 km) and two different station separations ξ (100
and 500 m). Continuous lines represent average values, whereas squares indicate standard deviation. The dotted lines indicate average coherence values for
after scaling receiver distance with wavelength. The dashed black, dark grey and light grey lines represent the coherence empirical model of Hao et al. (1989),
Harichandran & Vanmarcke (1986) and Schneider et al. (1992), respectively. All results are referred to the point-source case (Fig. 2a).
introduction of a smooth velocity gradient does not significantly
influence these peak parameters; on the contrary, scattered energy
trapped into a low-velocity layer generates complex wave propa-
gation phenomena that reduce the expected peak attenuation. This
last aspect could be particularly significant for those studies aimed
to determine the amount of intrinsic and scattering attenuation in
areas with complex 3-D structures (basins, etc.). From our simu-
lations we conclude that scattering is an important factor affecting
ground motion variability in the near-source region, thus effectively
competing with the local variations of the rupture process, usually
thought to be dominating in the short distance range.
The groundmotion variability has been investigated also in terms
of waveform coherence, which results independent of the epicentral
distance. The lowest coherence is associated with multiscale and
500 m correlation length media, showing a standard deviation gen-
erally increasing with frequency. Moreover coherence turns to be
extremely sensitive to the product ka, and hence to the background
velocity profile, whose effects gradually propagate to the lowest fre-
quencies as the stations separation is increased. Our analysis reveals
that a realistic simulation of scattering is of primary importance in
broad-band ground motion scenarios: even media with small-sized
heterogeneities may generate a noticeable waveform variability at
high-frequency that needs to be satisfactorily reproduced. We be-
lieve it would be of extreme interest to verify how good the most
recent hybrid broad-band techniques (e.g. Liu et al. 2006; Mai et al.
2010) can correctly model this feature.
Moreover, we analyse the effects of scattering on the source
signature, both for point-form and extended models. Results from
most models indicate that the radiation pattern distortion becomes
important for frequencies higher than 2 Hz, disrupting the char-
acteristic four-lobes at around 5 Hz. On the other hand, we have
found that directivity, at least for our specific extended fault mod-
els, remains detectable even at relatively high frequency, regard-
less of the rupture speed. This observation agrees with those of
Boatwright (2007), Pitarka (2009) and Tan & Helmberger (2010),
who found azimuthal changes in S-wave amplitude in a broad fre-
quency range as expression of rupture directivity for events smaller
than ours at larger distances. It should be noted, however, that more
realistic fault models may lead to different results in this context
due to incoherent rupture fronts and larger high-frequency energy
content.
Super-shear rupture, by virtue of its intense high-frequency ra-
diation, is subject to more obvious scattering effects: interestingly
our simulations show that Mach fronts can be blurred by scat-
tering at intermediate and high frequency even in case of highly
coherent rupture. This aspect can represent an explanation for the
incoherence of Mach waves invoked by Bizzarri et al. (2010) to
explain a lack of short period SA amplifications expected for re-
ceivers that experienced super-shear rupture (e.g. 1979 Imperial
Valley, 1999 Kocaeli and 2002 Denali Fault earthquakes). The loss
of the Mach waves signature is expected to be more intense in
the truly heterogeneous Earth, and to become progressively more
important as the distance from the source increases, suggesting
that: (a) velocity time-series should be more appropriate to study
these particular waves and (b) it could be difficult to find evidence
of super-shear rupture for earthquakes occurring in geologically
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complex regions. In particular, this last conjecture implies that
super-shear may occur more often than expected in nature, but
is rarely observable.
The scattering dependency on the ka product is evident in seismo-
grams ERs between unperturbed and perturbed media. Our analysis
has underlined that the high-frequency radiation is subject to strong
energy redistribution, and that receivers located in areas poorly
illuminated by direct source radiation present a relatively higher
amount of high-frequency scattered energy. We also find evidence
for considerable SH–SV energy mixing, which probably constitutes
the main mechanism for the radiation pattern distortion as hypothe-
sized by Takenaka et al. (2003). These aspects should be taken into
account when testing hybrid broad-band ground motion simulation
methods. Moreover, numerical simulations suggest that scattering
can affect the spectral content of ground motion on a local scale,
acting as a redistribution phenomenon only: all the high frequency
energy recorded during seismic events originates exclusively from
the source.
The intricate sensitivity of scattering to correlation length, stan-
dard deviation, Hurst exponent and mean velocity complicates the
calibration of our models. Several modelling approaches over the
past two decades to retrieve reliable estimates of parameters for
specific autocorrelation functions (e.g. Frankel & Clayton 1986;
Roth & Korn 1993) were restricted to theoretical models and led
to ambiguous results (Shapiro & Kneib 1993). As pointed out by
Frenje & Juhlin (2000), even the estimation of scattering attenua-
tion can be problematic in these studies.More recent works involved
selected quantities derived from local events, like envelopes (Przy-
billa et al. 2009; Sawazaki et al. 2011) or radiation pattern distortion
(Takemura et al. 2009).We have not performed any inversion or data
fit because our models, due to the high frequencies involved and
the relatively slow S-wave speed, span a limited spatial domain re-
stricted around the near-source region, where direct observations
are unfortunately still scarce. Despite this limitation, our work pro-
vides some guidelines that, in conjunction with other numerical
works and borehole data, could restrict the model parameter space.
Following our analysis of coda waves, radiation pattern distortion
and waveform coherence, we can affirm that media with correlation
length between several hundreds of metres and very few kilometres
show characteristics in good agreement with theoretical and em-
pirical models. We have found that Hurst exponent values around
0.3 and standard deviation of velocity perturbation between 5 and
10 per cent improve this fit, as well as the presence of shallow veloc-
ity horizons. It is interesting to note that such values are extremely
close to those estimated by Holliger & Levander (1992) and Nielsen
& Thybo (2003) for the lower crust.
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